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Jumbled Words

Grade 4 Vocabulary Worksheet

Unscramble the words.

1. ueslr

2. trfueuinr

3. utdob

4. rshea

5. iteuq

6. eckhnit

7. nulapinse

8. eryall

9. nalp

10. ciwhtt

11. remeg

12. lnegob

13. ltaot

14. earchs

1. Laws or directions that guides behavior or 

action.

2. Movable objects such as chairs, tables, 

and beds used to make a room fit for living 

in.

3. To not know for sure; be uncertain about 

the truth of.

4. One of the equal parts into which the stock 

of a business divided.

5. Making no sound or noise.

6. A room where food is stored and cooked.

7. A piece of land surrounded on nearly all 

sides by water.

8. In fact; actually.

9. An action one intends to take; aim.

10. To move or pull with a quick, sudden 

motion; jerk.

11. To mix or combine into a single unit.

12. To have a proper or appropriate location.

13. Making up or including the whole; entire; 

full.

14. To look through very carefully in order to 

find something.
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Jumbled Words

Grade 4 Vocabulary Worksheet

Unscramble the words.

1. ueslr rules

2. trfueuinr furniture

3. utdob doubt

4. rshea share

5. iteuq quiet

6. eckhnit kitchen

7. nulapinse peninsula

8. eryall really

9. nalp plan

10. ciwhtt twitch

11. remeg merge

12. lnegob belong

13. ltaot total

14. earchs search

1. Laws or directions that guides behavior or 

action.

2. Movable objects such as chairs, tables, 

and beds used to make a room fit for living 

in.

3. To not know for sure; be uncertain about 

the truth of.

4. One of the equal parts into which the stock 

of a business divided.

5. Making no sound or noise.

6. A room where food is stored and cooked.

7. A piece of land surrounded on nearly all 

sides by water.

8. In fact; actually.

9. An action one intends to take; aim.

10. To move or pull with a quick, sudden 

motion; jerk.

11. To mix or combine into a single unit.

12. To have a proper or appropriate location.

13. Making up or including the whole; entire; 

full.

14. To look through very carefully in order to 

find something.


